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ABSTRACT

A building structural element (1) having a pair of beams
(5)oined by a plate member (13) or alternatively a generally
U-shaped channel having a pair of opposed side walls (33,
34) joined by a further portion (35). In either case an interior
space (57) is defined by either the pair of beams (5) and plate
member (13) or by the pair of side walls (33, 34) and the
further portion (35). A cementitious material, Such as con
crete, occupies a Substantial Volume of the interior Space

(57) and the building structural element (1) has a post
Jun. 5, 2001
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tensioned pre-stressing force applied thereto.
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BUILDING STRUCTURAL ELEMENT
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

0001. This invention relates to a building structural ele
ment and a method of making a building Structural element.
More particularly this invention relates to a building Struc
tural element and method of making Such an element which
is used in floor Systems of buildings.
0002 The invention may also be used for many other
building uses, Such as a roof deck over road tunnels, railway
tracks and the like. It can be used for large multi-bay floor
Spaces, particularly with high floor to floor dimension and/or
long SpanS in one or both directions and/or high floor
loadingS Such as floor decks for retail, recreational or other
use. It can also be used for bridge decks and for any other
uses where long spans and/or high loads have to be carried
between Supports.
0003. One particular aspect of the invention relates to a
floor beam used in the construction of floor Systems of a
building and is preferably made from a combination of two
components, preferably made from Steel, and a cementitious
material Such as concrete.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0004 Beams are generally required for floor systems of
buildings that span in excess of 8 to 10 metres. This is
typically the upper range or limit that floor slabs can extend
without using beams for structural support. Supporting
columns are usually located 6 to 9 metres apart of which a
common spacing is 8.4 metres. This is a Suitable office
module that accommodates the widths of a column plus
three Spaces that may be used for vehicles located between
adjacent columns and used for any parking levels below the

office floors (or retail floors, institutional floors or other
floors) of the building. Beams are required to span the larger
dimension of a rectangular floor panel between a grid of four
columns or between a pair of external columns on the
outside of the building and the core or central part of a multi
storey building. The core is typically used to house lift wells
and other common rooms accessible by people on each floor.
The floor Systems spanning between these beams can and do
take on many forms which depends on local availability,
economies and the clients, engineers or builder's prefer
ence or a combination of preferences of any one of these
three entities.

0005 Floor systems that span about 8 metres in one
direction between the Supporting beams can vary from
formed concrete Slabs on conventional formwork or large
table forms, concrete slabs on metal tray forms that are
temporarily propped on Supports, Secondary Steel beams at

close centres (2.1 to 3.0 metres) Supporting a relatively thin

Slab on an unpropped metal tray forms. Also there are other
proprietary Systems. Such as various Stressed plank Systems
that may be able to span a 7 to 8 metre distance unpropped.
0006 For the Supporting beams the upper range of Suit
ability for reinforced concrete shallow band beams is about
10 to 12 metres. For pre-stressed shallow band beams

0007. In the steel floor beam system there are a series of
steel beams separated at their centres between 2.1 to 3.0
metres spanning the larger distance of the rectangular floor
plan and are in turn Supported by "primary' beams that Span
the Shorter distance between the Support columns. A par
ticular problem that most engineers or designers are faced
with in using a floor beam System is to reduce the amount of
deflection of each beam either due to dead loads or live loads

or a combination of both. Unnecessarily large deflections
and vibrations of the floor systems can affect the amenity of
the floor.

0008. With the steel floor beam system used at present it
has the disadvantage that each beam needs Substantial
connections at its Supports. The beams and the connections
usually require an applied protective coating to give them
resistance to fire. Although Such Steel floor beams can be
made to act compositely with the relatively thin floor slab
that they Support using Shear Studs, there is a Small ongoing
component of dead load deflection due to creep of the
concrete and Shear Stud interface. Deflections of the Steel

beams due to dead loads mostly occur as Soon as the loads
are applied and can be allowed for by pre cambering the
beam. However floor deflections and vibrations due to

transient live loads are still an inherent problem particularly
for larger spans, as the composite Steel beam is leSS Stiff than
a reinforced concrete or pre-stressed concrete beam that
would be used for the same Span.

0009. The other type of floor beam system that is gener

ally used today is a post-tensioned, pre-stressed concrete
floor beam System. They include concrete beams that have
a deep aspect ratio, in other words the dimensions of the
concrete beam are Such that it is deeper than its width and
these concrete beams are generally pre-stressed for SpanS in
excess of 10 metres. The concrete beams are poured in Situ
with the Slab that they Support. Then pre-Stressing is applied
by post-tensioned tendons that are stressed when the con
crete has attained Sufficient Strength usually within 3 to 6
days of pouring. The concrete beam and the adjacent slab
panels are usually formed on large table forms that are crane
lifted from floor to floor. Usually two sets of tables are used
to maintain a preferred floor cycle of about one week with
half the floor area poured at a time to provide continuity of
work for the various trades. Very little prefabrication is
possible other than the reinforcing cage for the beam that
may or may not include the pre-stressing tendons. Any
prefabricated cage needs to be well braced and cradled to be
able to be crane lifted into the beam formwork. Generally no
difficult connections exist at the Supports of the beam as
concrete Stitches the beam to the Supports. Where a poured
concrete beam is Supported at a concrete core that has been
"jump formed ahead of the main floors, the connection can
be a simple rebate in the face of the wall of the core and
reinforcing bars at the top and bottom of the beam are
Screwed into ferrules anchored into the core wall. Alterna

tively the beam can be seated into pockets left in the core
wall.

(usually post-tensioned) the upper range of Suitability is

0010. The pre-stressed concrete floor system is stiffer
than the Steel floor beam System required to Span the same
distance and is thus leSS Susceptible to floor vibrations and

generally 12 to 14 metres. However for spans in excess of
12 to 14 metres, Special attention and detail is required with
common Solutions being presented by either a steel floor
beam System or a pre-stressed concrete floor beam System.

creeps under Sustained load, the incremental deflection of
the floor System that occurs after the floor is occupied is not
only that due to live load and lightweight partitions, but also

deflections due to transient loads. However as concrete
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a significant proportion of deflection from the dead load due
to the creep component. Pre-Stressing may balance out most
of the deflection due solely to the dead load. However, as the
axial pre-stressing imparts a permanent axial force to the
beam, there are losses of the prestress force from the
resulting time-dependent shortening that will lead to further
incremental deflection of the beam.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0.011) An object of the present invention is to provide a
building structural element that Substantially overcomes one
or more of the above disadvantages. More particularly the
present invention provides a building Structural element
having minimal deflections and Substantially maintaining
pre-Stressed force axially therewithin and reduces the loss of
Such prestress force due to axial creep that shortens beams
as in prior art Systems.
0012. According to a first aspect of the invention, there is
provided a building Structural element comprising:
0013 a pair of beams, each beam in said pair having
a first flange portion, a Second flange portion and a
web portion extending between Said first flange
portion and Said Second flange portion;
0014) a plate member adapted to engage one of Said
first flange portion or said Second flange portion of
each beam Such that an interior Space is defined by
each beam in said pair of beams and Said plate
member;

0015 wherein cementitious material occupies a Sub
Stantial Volume of Said interior Space to form a
non-unitary building Structural element and Said
building structural element has residual or no deflec
tion under dead load after application of a post
tensioned pre-stressing force.
0016. The building structural element may further com
prise one or more tendons extending along a length of the
interior Space defined between each beam and Said plate
member which may be a metal tray form Sofit. Each one or
more tendons may be pre-stressed to provide an upwardly
directed force to counteract a portion of the dead load. The
first flange portion of each beam may Support part of a floor
span after the element is Secured at each end. Typically, the
element may extend between a column and a core of a
building. The element may end a short distance from the
core and a short distance from the column or alternatively a
Short distance from a column at each end and is temporarily
Supported on false work at its end and possibly also at mid
Span.

0.017. Each beam is preferably constructed of a metal,
Such as Steel, and the cementitious material is preferably
COncrete.

0.018. According to a second aspect of the invention,
there is provided a building Structural element comprising:
0.019 a pair of beams, each beam in said pair of beams
having a top flange portion, a bottom flange portion and a
web portion extending between Said top flange portion and
Said bottom flange portion;
0020 a plate member adapted to engage respective
bottom flange portions of each beam in Said pair of

beams Such that an interior Space is defined by each
beam in Said pair of beams and Said plate member;
0021 wherein cementitious material occupies a Sub
Stantial Volume of Said interior Space to form a
non-unitary building Structural element and Said
building Structural element has a residual or no
deflection under dead load after application of a
post-tensioned pre-stressing force.
0022. The plate member may be a metal tray form Sofit
or other Suitable horizontal Soffit Surface.

0023. According to a third aspect of the invention, there
is provided a building structural element comprising:
OO24

lv U-shaped
a generally
U-Snaped ch
channel1 means havi
naVing a

pair of opposed side walls and a further portion
joining each Side wall;
0025 wherein said pair of opposed side walls and
Said further portion define an interior Space; and
0026 wherein cementitious material occupies a Sub
Stantial Volume of Said interior Space and Said build
ing Structural element has residual or no deflection
under dead load after application of a post-tensioned
pre-Stressing force.
0027 According to a fourth aspect of the invention, there
is provided a method of making a building structural ele
ment comprising the Steps of:
0028 constructing a pair of beams, each beam in
Said pair of beams comprising a first flange portion,
a Second flange portion and a web portion extending
between Said first flange portion and Said Second
flange portion;
0029 forming and assembling a plate member such
that the plate member engages one of either Said first
flange portion or Said Second flange portion of each
beam So as to create an interior Space defined by Said
pair of beams and plate member; and
0030 pouring a cementitious material into said inte
rior Space to form a non-unitary building Structural
element Such that on curing of Said cementitious
material and application of a post-tensioned pre
Stressing force, Said building Structural element has
Substantially no deflection under dead load.
0031. The pouring step may be done separately or as part
of pouring the adjacent floor spans which the element
Supports. The element may have its ends initially Supported
on temporary Support Structures adjacent to the permanent

end Supports of the beam with possible additional Support(s)
along the Span.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0032 A preferred embodiment of the invention will here
inafter be described, by way of example only, with reference
to the drawings wherein:
0033 FIG. 1 is a plan view of part of a building floor
System extending between a core wall of a building and an
edge of the building,
0034 FIG. 2 separated into FIGS. 2A and 2B, is a side
Sectional view taken on the line A-A of FIG. 1;
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in use taken on the line C-C of FIG. 2;

defined by each beam 5 and the plate member 13. Ligatures
23 generally in the form of a U-shape extend from within the
floor 4 downwardly into the interior space 57 and through
raised ribs of the plate member 13. This is also used for extra
Support for the cementitious material that is poured into the

0037 FIG. 5 is a sectional view of a structural element
in use according to a further embodiment and Similar to

also provided within the element 1. A closer or spacer 15
also is positioned within the floor 4 to tie the cage Structure

FIG. 3;

to the side shell beams 5. Pre-stressed tendon elements 10
are several in number and shall be described with reference
to FIG. 2 hereinafter.

0035 FIG. 3 is a sectional view of a structural element
in use according to one embodiment of the invention taken
on the line B-B of FIG. 2;

0.036 FIG. 4 is a sectional view of the structural element

0038 FIGS. 5(a) and 5(d) are side views of the structural

element in FIG. 5 showing separate conditions of the
Structural element;

0039

FIG. 6 is a sectional view of the further embodi

ment of the structural element in use similar to FIG. 4;

0040 FIG. 7 is a side sectional view showing the struc
tural element applied to a tunnel cover,
0041 FIG. 8 is a side view of a prior art pre-cast
Structural element; and

0042 FIG. 9 shows a plan view and a side view of
Structural elements acroSS a floor span with Secondary
Supporting beams.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

0043 Shown in FIG. 1 is a plan view of a pair of
Structural elements 1 that each extend from a perimeter
column 2 on an outer edge of a building and the core wall
3 in the central part of the building. The span of each
Structural element may extend up to 18 metres in length and
beyond and the Separation between each element 1 is
dependent on the Separation between each perimeter column
which as previously discussed may be equivalent to fit three
Spaces for cars in parking levels underneath the office floors
which typically may be anywhere between 6 to 9 metres.
Between the perimeter columns 2 extends an edge beam 16
and the floor 4 extends between the adjacent elements 1. The
edge beam 16 can incorporate an inner Steel beam that Stops
just short of the Sides of the perimeter columns 2, So as not
to require any physical connection to the column 2 and is
Supported on the same external Support frame 19 that
Supports the mainstructural element 1. This Steel component
of the edge beam 16 is precambered to take the dead loads,
allowing minimal deflections along the edge of the building
that may affect any facade glazing. It is to be noted that in
FIG. 1 although only two beams are shown any number of
beams needed to Support a designated floor area may be
used.

0044) With reference to FIGS. 3 and 4 the element 1 is
essentially constructed of an Outer shell, typically made

from Steel which comprises first and Second (side shell)

beams 5 generally in the shape of I-beams each having a web
portion 30 and at either end of the web portion 30 exists first
and Second flange portions 31 and 32. Extending at the lower

portion of the element 1 is a plate member or (form tray deck
Soffit) 13 generally made from metal and more particularly
steel whereby this extends between each bottom or second
flange portion 32 of the side shell beams 5 and is affixed or
otherwise engaged with the flange portions 32. Shear Studs
12 extending from the web portion 30 of the side shell beams
5 are used to obtain integral action with the cementitious
material that is poured into an interior space 57 of the shell

interior of the shell. Furthermore reinforcement bars 24 are

0045. It is to be noted that the pair of beams 5, and
various reinforcing for the beam can be pre-fabricated off
Site in a controlled production line environment and be
transported to the site with its reinforcement bars 24 and
ligatures 23, pre-stressed tendon elements 6, 8 and 10 and
bracing 15 to keep the reinforcing elements in place. Tendon
element 6 is a dead end anchor for one of the tendons 10 and

tendon element 8 is a pressed metal form incorporating a live
end anchor recess. The two steel side shell beams 5, coupled
with bracing 25 for handling and transport, enable the
complete assembly to be delivered to a Site and in one simple
lift, generally of around 4.5 tonnes for an 18 metre beam, be
in place on pre-Set Support frames at its two ends, the Support
frames being designated by 18 and 19 and at its mid span
with Support frame 20.
0046) With reference to FIG. 2 at the core wall 3 of the
building the element 1 may be housed adjacent to a rebate
22 in the wall 3 and the individual reinforcement bars 14 and

17 screwed into ferrules 21 that have been precast into the
jump form core wall 3 for both the top and bottom rein
forcing connections to respectively go to reinforcement bars
14 and 17. At the other end of the beam, connection to the

external column 2 all that is required is that the connecting
reinforcing bars 14 and 17 extend the required length past
the face of the column 2. These reinforcing bars 14 and 17
together with the beam ligatures 11 at the end Sections of the
element 1 are the only reinforcing steel for the element 1 that
needs to be fixed on site.

0047 Whilst small (up to 150 mm diameter) penetrations

for fire Sprinkler pipes, Sewer pipes etc can be accommo
dated through the web of the element 1, each end of each
beam can be stepped up to accommodate any major Service
duct reticulation without impinging on the ceiling height by
Simply Stepping up the bottom flange portion32 of each Steel
side shell beam 5. This is more clearly shown in FIG. 2
where the step 7 is shown such that the space between the
step and either the core wall 3 or column 2 designated as 9
provides a Space for Such a Service duct reticulation if
required. This step also allows the housing of the live or
jacking end for one or more pre-stressed tendons 10. The
tendons 10 as mentioned are post-tensioned on Site and may
include any number as desired to be located in the interior
space between each steel side shell beam 5. Shown in FIG.
2 a pre-stressed tendon extends between the StepS 7 in the
bottom flange portion 32 and further pre-stressing tendons
10 are shown extending the full length of the beams and
having a drape, in other words Stressed in a concave manner
and this is done to provide an uplift force or component that
cancels out anywhere between 50% to 100% of the total
dead load, although about 50-60% is usually sufficient for
these beams, with the balance of the dead load and transient

load capacity being provided by the Steel Shells of the
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art systems and shown in FIG. 8. The heavy precast pre
Stressed concrete beams 49 have required extremely large
cranes to be used for such lifting applications. With refer
ence to FIG. 8 the beams 49 have relatively thin flanges 50
and a topping slab 51 normally used for Such applications.
There is usually the necessity for tanking or using a water
proof membrane 52 over the full extent of the deck, which
in turn requires a protective wearing slab 53. All of these can
be dispensed with by using a watertight integral pour that is
possible with the use of the present invention. With refer

5. An element according to claim 4 wherein Said first
flange portion in each beam Supports part of a floor Span
within said building.
6. An element according to claim 5 wherein one end of
Said element is Secured to a column of Said building and the
other end of Said element is Secured to a core of Said
building.
7. An element according to claim 6 wherein prior to
Securing each end of Said element, Said element is tempo
rarily Supported on false work at Said each end of Said

ence back to FIG. 7 this involves the use of fluid barrier

element.

means or more particularly water StopS 58 and local tanking

8. An element according to any one of the previous claims
having one or more shear Studs extending into Said interior
Space from either Said web portion in each Said beam So as
to obtain integral action with Said cementitious material.
9. An element according to any one of the previous claims
wherein Support means, in the form of ligatures, extend into
Said interior Space to Support Said cementitious material.
10. An element according to any one of the previous
claims further comprising a plurality of reinforcement bars
extending along a portion of Said element.
11. An element according to claim 10 wherein Said other
end of Said element is housed adjacent a rebate in Said core
of Said building.
12. An element according to claim 11 wherein individual

(or using waterproof membranes) 54 fitted to ensure that the
roof of the tunnel is watertight. The floor deck 55 of the span
between the structural elements 1 can be sufficiently thick
and poured in Sections of Suitable size and, if necessary,
pre-stressed between control joints 56. The water stops 53
Sand the local tanking or membranes 54 are fitted to each of
the control joints 56.
0.058 With reference to FIG. 9 and as mentioned previ
ously, the invention is also Suitable for large multi-bay floor
Spaces, particularly with high floor to floor dimension and/or
long SpanS in one or both directions and/or high floor
loadingS Such as floor decks for retail, recreational or other

use. The building element (1) can be used to span between
columns (59), to which secondary beams (60) are bolted
(61), Supporting the floor slab (4) between the structural
elements (1).
0059. The structural elements can be tailored to span the

Self-weight of the floor Structure, plus construction live load
during construction as simply Supported between columns.
0060. The structural element then forms a reinforcement
concrete or pre-stressed concrete element that is continuous
over Several spans for the loads that need to be Supported by
the floor deck.

1. A building Structural element comprising:
a pair of beams, each beam in Said pair having a first
flange portion, a Second flange portion and a web
portion extending between Said first flange portion and
Said Second flange portion;
a plate member adapted to engage one of Said first flange
portion or Said Second flange portion of each beam Such
that an interior Space is defined by each beam in Said
pair of beams and Said plate member, and
wherein cementitious material occupies a Substantial Vol
ume of Said interior Space to form a non-unitary build
ing Structural element and Said building Structural ele
ment has residual or no deflection under dead load after

application of a post-tensioned pre-stressing force.
2. An element according to claim 1 further comprising one
or more tendons extending along a length of Said interior
Space.

3. An element according to claim 2 wherein Said one or
more tendons may each be pre-stressed to provide an
upwardly directed force to counteract a portion of Said dead
load.

4. An element according to any one of the previous claims
that is used in Supporting long-span floor areas within a
building.

ferrule means formed in Said core are Secured to individual

reinforcement bars of Said plurality of reinforcement bars.
13. An element according to any one of the previous
claims wherein each end of Said each beam is stepped to
accommodate Service ducts.

14. An element according to any one of the previous
claims wherein each beam in Said pair of beams is con
Structed of metal.

15. An element according to any one of the previous
claims wherein Said cementitious material is concrete.

16. A building Structural element comprising:
a generally U-shaped channel means having a pair of
opposed side walls and a further portion joining each
side wall;

wherein Said pair of opposed side walls and Said further
portion define an interior Space; and
wherein cementitious material occupies a Substantial Vol
ume of Said interior Space to form within the channel
means a non-unitary building Structural element and
Said building Structural element has residual or no
deflection under dead load after application of a post
tensioned pre-stressing force.
17. An element according to claim 16 having one or more
Shear Studs extending into Said interior Space from either of
Said Side walls So as to obtain an integral action with Said
cementitious material.

18. An element according to either claims 16 to 17
wherein Support beams, in the form of ligatures, extend into
Said interior Space to Support Said cementitious material.
19. An element according to any one of claims 16 to 18
further comprising one or more tendons extending along a
length of Said interior Space.
20. An element according to claim 19 wherein Said one or
more tendons may each be pre-stressed to provide an
upwardly directed force to counteract a portion of Said dead
load.

21. An element according to any one of claims 16 to 20
wherein each of Said Side walls has a flange element extend
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ing from a free end of each side wall, Said flange element
Supporting part of a floor deck.
22. An element according to any one of claims 16 to 21
wherein each end of Said element is Secured to a Support
Structure.

23. An element according to claim 22 wherein prior to
Securing each end of Said element to Said Support Structure,
Said element is temporarily Supported on false work at Said
each end of Said element.

24. An element according to any one of claims 16 to 23
further comprising a plurality of reinforcement bars extend
ing along a portion of Said element.
25. An element according to claim 24 wherein at least one
of the ends of Said element is housed adjacent a rebate in Said
Support Structure.

26. An element according to claim 25 wherein individual
ferrule means formed in Said Support Structure are Secured to
individual reinforcement bars of said plurality of reinforce
ment bars.

27. An element according to any one of claims 16 to 26
wherein each end of Said each beam is stepped to accom
modate Service ducts.

28. An element according to any one of claims 16 to 27
wherein Said channel is unitary in construction.
29. An element according to any one of claim 16 to 27
wherein Said channel means is constituted by one or more
joints joining adjacent portions.
30. An element according to any one of claims 16 to 29
wherein Said channel means is constructed of metal.

31. An element according to any one of claims 16 to 30
wherein Said cementitious material is concrete.

32. An element according to any one claims 16 to 31
wherein Said floor deck has fluid barrier means to ensure Said

element is fluid tight.
33. An element according to claim 32 wherein said fluid
barrier means includes a fluid Stop and a fluid proof mem
brane.

34. A building Structural element comprising:
a pair of beams, each beam in Said pair of beams having
a top flange portion, a bottom flange portion and a web
portion extending between said top flange portion and
Said bottom flange portion;
a plate member adapted to engage respective bottom
flange portions of each beam in Said pair of beams Such

that an interior Space is defined by each beam in Said
pair of beams and Said plate member, and
wherein cementitious material occupies a Substantial Vol
ume of Said interior Space to form a non-unitary build
ing Structural element and Said building Structural ele
ment has a residual or no deflection under dead load

after application of a post-tensioned pre-stressing force.
35. A structural element according to claim 34 wherein
Said plate member is a Soffit.
36. A structural element according to claim 35 wherein
said Sofit is a metal tray form Sofit.
37. A method of making a building structural element
comprising the Steps of:
constructing a pair of beams, each beam in Said pair of
beams comprising a first flange portion, a Second flange
portion and a web portion extending between Said first
flange portion and Said Second flange portion;
forming and assembling a plate member Such that the
plate member engages one of either said first flange
portion or Said Second flange portion of each beam So
as to create an interior Space defined by Said pair of
beams and Said plate member; and
pouring a cementitious material into Said interior Space to
form a non-unitary building structural element Such
that on curing of Said cementitious material and appli
cation of a post-tensioned pre-stressing force, Said
building structural element has substantially no deflec
tion under dead load.

38. A method according to claim 37 wherein said pouring
Step involves pouring Said cementitious material as part of a
floor deck and is poured into Said interior Space in the same
pouring Step as an adjacent floor deck.
39. A method according to claim 37 wherein said pouring
Step involves pouring Said cementitious material in con
Structing a floor deck and Said pouring is done separately to
the pouring Step in constructing Said floor deck.
40. A method according to any one of claims 37 to 39
further comprising Supporting the ends of Said structural
element initially on temporary Support Structures adjacent to
a permanent end Support of Said Structural element.

